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Introduction

It’s no secret that the majority of consumers today turn to ratings and reviews to help them 
make informed purchase decisions. PowerReviews research found that 97% of shoppers consult 
reviews, and 89% consider them an essential resource when making a purchase decision.1

Reviews are important for a variety of different product categories. But they’re becoming increasingly important for 
apparel brands and retailers. Although apparel has lagged behind other categories in terms of ecommerce sales, a 
growing number of shoppers are opting to make apparel purchases online.2 Today, almost half of shoppers prefer to 
shop for clothing and shoes online. This shift in preferences will drive a projected $90 billion in ecommerce apparel 
sales in 2018. And by 2022, that number is expected to grow to $123 billion.3 

However, this momentum doesn’t come without challenges. On average, 40% of apparel products purchased online 
are returned.4 This isn’t surprising, as it can be challenging for a consumer to assess qualities such as size and fit 
without a visit to a brick-and-mortar store. 

Now is the time for apparel brands and retailers to think about how they can leverage user-generated content —  
like ratings and reviews, questions and answers, and user-submitted images and videos — to help shoppers make  
more informed purchase decisions. 

Based on more than 10 years of experience partnering with apparel and footwear brands and retailers, the following 
report explores the ways ratings and reviews can help companies in these industries meet the needs of today’s fit-
focused shoppers. By effectively delivering the product information consumers are looking for, apparel brands and 
retailers can increase conversion, reduce returns and generate insights.

1 PowerReviews, The Growing Power of Reviews.
2 Accessories Magazine, New Study: 40% of Consumers Prefer to Shop for Fashion Online.
3 Statista, Apparel, U.S. Fashion and Accessories E-Retail Revenue 2016–2022.
4 CNBC, A $250 billion ‘ticking time bomb’: The costly business of retail returns.
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Driving Traffic

According to a PowerReviews study, more than 35% of shoppers are starting the purchase 
journey on Google or another search engine, compared to 21% that start directly on a brand  
or retailer website.5 This points to the importance of having a strong presence on search. 

The good news is that ratings and reviews can help boost your presence on search engines. 
When you collect and display reviews on your apparel website, shoppers can more easily find 
you — and they’re more likely to click through to your product detail pages.

5 PowerReviews, Mapping the Path to Purchase.

Reviews Improve Ranking  
Search engines prize fresh and relevant content. 
A steady stream of ratings and reviews, questions 
and answers, and visual conten can help keep your 
site’s content relevant and fresh with keyword-
rich, permanent assets on your product pages. 
Then, search engines can crawl it, which enables 
shoppers to find it. 

Impact of Visual Content 
Images and videos are often overlooked as a way 
to improve a website’s visibility. Encouraging your 
shoppers to add images to their reviews will result 
in your product pages being more visible and 
engaging to consumers who start their shopping 
journey with an image search.



35% of shoppers begin their purchase journey 
on Google or another search engine. 

Reviews Improve Click-Through 
If your website uses Schema.org standards, search 
engines can pull information from product pages and 
use it to enhance search results with rich snippets. 
The most common type of rich snippets are star 
ratings and review counts. If your site is structured 
according to Schema.org standards and you have 
ratings and reviews, star ratings can appear when 
your product pages appear in search results. These 
rich snippets catch the attention of shoppers and 
significantly improve click-through rates.

5 PowerReviews, Mapping the Path to Purchase.



Driving Conversion

There are some product categories that consumers don’t think twice about purchasing online; 
but apparel is a highly personal purchase. Many factors are considered when making a clothing 
or purchase decision, such as size and fit, style and quality. And it’s more challenging for 
shoppers to access these qualities when shopping online. 

That’s where reviews come into play. The feedback from past customers gives your future shoppers the 
confidence they need to convert. For example, a shopper can use reviews to determine if a pair of shoes  
runs a size large or if a blouse holds up nicely in the washing machine, before she commits to a purchase. 

If you don’t feature reviews on your site, shoppers are likely to leave in search of another brand or retailer 
that will provide them with the information they’re looking for. PowerReviews research6 found that nearly 
half (45%) of shoppers will turn to a search engine if there aren’t reviews (or aren’t enough reviews) on a 
brand or retailer site, 25% will head to Amazon, and 20% will leave for another brand or retailer site. 

As our data shows, adding reviews to your apparel website will keep shoppers on your site — and significantly 
increase conversion for the products that have reviews. 

Impact of Collecting Reviews7 
At PowerReviews, we’ve found that once an apparel product starts generating reviews, that 
product will experience a 24% increase in conversion, compared to apparel products without 
reviews. In addition, apparel products with reviews experience a 196% lift in average daily 
orders and a 94% lift in average daily revenue, compared to apparel products with no reviews.

6 PowerReviews, Mapping the Path to Purchase.
7 PowerReviews Internal Data, 2018.
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8 PowerReviews, The Retail Revolution Report.
9 PowerReviews, Snapshot for Ecommerce.

Impact on Offline Sales  
Reviews are an important tool for shoppers, regardless of whether they’re shopping online 
or in-store. In fact, PowerReviews research8 found that 70% of shoppers want to access 
product ratings and reviews while shopping in-store. By making reviews accessible wherever 
consumers shop, you’ll also boost in-store conversion.

Impact of Visual Content  
Visual content — such as photos and videos — is becoming a key part of the path to 
purchase. Previous PowerReviews research9 found that 88% of consumers specifically 
look for visuals submitted by other consumers prior to making a purchase. And 65% of 
shoppers are more likely to trust products that have user-submitted photos or videos in 
their reviews. 

Adding visual content to product pages helps your shoppers understand size, fit, scale 
and feel, boosting traffic, sales and conversion. At PowerReviews, we’ve found that when 
a product generates and displays one or more user-generated images, that product will 
experience an 18% increase in traffic and a 69% increase in conversion, compared to a 
product without this content. 

The message is clear: allowing customers to submit photos and videos as part of their 
reviews can play a significant role in building shopper confidence, which will lead to  
higher conversion rates. Be sure your ratings and reviews provider makes it easy for  
you to collect and display this powerful visual content both on your site natively and  
from social media platforms.



Supporting Changing Inventory

In the world of apparel retail, merchandise turns over quickly. Seasons and trends change.  
For example, in most parts of the United States, consumers are only searching for swimwear  
for a few months out of the year.

Since reviews play such a powerful role in driving traffic and conversion, it’s key for apparel brands and 
retailers to generate quality reviews as quickly as possible. After all, if a shopper waits too long to write a 
review, the product may no longer be available. 

Post Purchase Emails  
Encourage Reviews  
One of the best ways to 
generate more reviews quickly 
is to send post purchase emails 
asking shoppers to review 
products they’ve recently 
purchased. PowerReviews data10 
has found that around 60% of 
reviews are written as a result  
of a post purchase email. 

10 PowerReviews Internal Data, 2017.
11 PowerReviews, evo Case Study.

Optimizing for Mobile Increases Completion Rates  
Today’s consumers are using their phones for just about everything —
including checking email and browsing for products. In fact, many studies 
have found that more than half of emails are opened on a mobile device.

Consumers are also using their phones to write reviews, so it’s important 
to make sure the entire process is mobile-friendly, starting with the 
post purchase email. evo, an outdoor gear and fashion apparel retailer, 
experienced a 203% increase11 in reviews written on mobile by switching 
to a mobile-friendly post-purchase email. 

In addition, make sure your write-a-review form is also easy for 
consumers to complete on a mobile device so you’re more likely to 
generate a large volume of reviews, quickly.



Collecting Reviews for Multiple Items  
In many cases, the average apparel basket size includes 
more than one item.12 For example, a consumer is 
purchasing shoes and adds a pair of socks. Or a shopper 
purchases a shirt and decides to buy a tie, too. 

Enabling shoppers to quickly review all purchases 
within a single page (rather than requiring them to 
navigate to different pages for each item) increases 
review collection, completion and coverage. By 
streamlining the process of writing reviews for  
multiple items, apparel companies13 can experience  
a 92% increase in collected content.

Prioritizing the Collection of Size and Fit Information collection 
Collecting more than stars and comments from your shoppers is critical. Make sure you’re also 
collecting valuable size and fit information for all the products they purchase. Ask your ratings  
and reviews provider if their review collection capabilities allow you to collect this information. 

For example, Progressive Collection from PowerReviews allows your shoppers to write reviews and 
add additional insights about the products they purchased — including size and fit information. And 
if a customer closes out of the review-writing screen, she can easily return to the page and finish the 
review-writing process. See Progressive Collection in action.

12 PowerReviews Internal Data, 2016.
13 PowerReviews Internal Data, 2016.

https://www.prdemostore.com/pages/progressive-collection?pr_page_ids=7772289611:%7C%7C7799373259:%7C%7C7772277707:%7C%7C7799392523:%7C%7C7803839499:&appName=ryp&pr_api_key=ec8f9acb-be0e-489b-a6ff-3eed3811025e&pr_merchant_group_id=49047&pr_merchant_user_email=CEQJjvXXv8@powerreviews.com


Reducing Returns

One of the biggest challenges apparel companies face is the large volume of returns.  
In fact, it’s estimated that 40% of clothing purchased online gets returned.

Apparel brands and retailers will never be able to completely eliminate returns, but one of the most effective 
ways for apparel companies to reduce return rates is to make sure shoppers know exactly what to expect 
from a product. Your product descriptions and photos have their part to play, but consumers can get great 
insights from the reviews of past customers.

Size and Fit Information Helps Customers  
Find the Best Products for them 
Shoppers can turn to the size and fit information 
in reviews to make sure they’re purchasing the 
size that will work best for them. For example, if 
they see that a pair of shoes runs large, they can 
confidently order the shoe in a size smaller than 
they typically wear. The shoes will fit correctly 
and the retailer will avoid an unnecessary return.



Visual Content Sets Expectations  
Photos and videos also provide shoppers with an 
accurate picture of what to expect from a purchase 
so there are fewer surprises when the item arrives in 
the mail. The professional photos on your site are a 
great start. But collecting and displaying photos and 
videos from real users of your products allows future 
shoppers to see what a product looks like “in real life.” 

Start by gathering visual content from your customers 
both natively through your review form and from 
Instagram, where your shoppers are already sharing 
photos and videos of your products in action. Then, 
display these user-generated photos and videos 
alongside your products. 

A study from Baymard14 found that 56% of shoppers 
begin exploring and viewing product images before 
they’ve even looked at the title of a product. By 
putting customer-submitted images at the forefront 
of your product pages, you’re providing shoppers with 
the content they need to make informed purchases 
and be less likely to return the products they purchase.

14 Baymard Best Practices, 2017.



Generating Insights

Faulty clasps, broken zippers, and mis-sewn seams are all too common for apparel brands and 
retailers — and their customers. But fortunately, reviews serve as an additional layer of quality 
control, allowing brands and retailers to quickly identify trends and areas for improvement. 
And improving your products will, in turn, improve your bottom line.

In addition, after making a change to your product, reviews help you determine if an issue is resolved in the 
minds of your customers. For example, if you change the zipper on a pair of pants and notice that shoppers 
no longer mention the faulty zipper in reviews, you can rest assured the issue has been resolved.

Using Reviews to Improve Products 
For Soft Surroundings, a leading women’s clothing and bedding retailer and 
PowerReviews customer, reviews are a key way the company identifies product 
issues. The company makes and designs all of their apparel in-house, and they 
consistently use the feedback from reviews to improve their products.

Identifying Insights 
Combing through hundreds of reviews to identify areas for improvement 
might seem like a daunting task. But it doesn’t have to be. Make sure your 
ratings and reviews provider allows you to receive alerts and subscribe to 
reports that make it easy to identify these actionable insights that can help 
you improve your products and the customer experience. Your provider may 
also allow you to identify how specific words are used in reviews and the 
connotation they have from shoppers.  

https://www.powerreviews.com/case-studies/soft-surroundings/


Leveraging UGC: 5 Recommendations for Apparel Brands and Retailers

It’s clear that ratings and reviews play a key role in helping apparel brands and retailers better 
attract and convert apparel shoppers. Here are five ways apparel brands and retailers can start 
leveraging reviews to meet — and exceed — the expectations of today’s apparel shoppers.

Capture the Voice of the Customer 
Allowing apparel shoppers to hear from previous purchases gives them the 
confidence they need to make smart purchases. Be sure you’re sending post 
purchase emails to shoppers asking them to write reviews on products they’ve 
purchases, since PowerReviews data9 has found that more than 60% of reviews 
originate from these emails. In addition, make it easy for shoppers to review all 
products they’ve purchased within a single page, rather than requiring them to 
navigate to individual pages to write reviews for each product. 

Highlight Size and Fit Feedback 
Apparel shoppers want to understand size, fit, and quality of a product before 
committing to an online purchase. Ask your ratings and reviews provider if they 
offer an easy way to capture size and fit information from your consumers and 
display it on the product page to increase buyer confidence and help consumers 
make the right purchase decision. 

1

2



Collect Photos and Videos from Consumers 
Apparel is a visual category, and items look different on different people.  
If you’re not already, start asking your shoppers to submit photos and videos 
as part of their reviews. In addition, be sure you’re capturing the visual content 
your shoppers are sharing of your products on social media, through tools like 
PowerReviews Social Collection. Then, prominently display this powerful visual 
content right on your product pages. That way, future shoppers can see what  
your products look like on various body types and get ideas for different ways  
to accessorize.

Optimize for Mobile 
Be sure shoppers can easily access product information — including reviews —
regardless of the device they’re using. In addition, make sure the entire process 
for writing a review, from the post purchase email to the write-a-review form, is 
easy to complete on a mobile device. If a shopper gets hung up on any part of  
the process, they’re likely to abandon it completely. 

Syndicate User-Generated Content 
If you’re an apparel brand, you likely sell your products through a network of  
retail partners. Be sure you’re syndicating user-generated content — including 
ratings, reviews, questions, answers, photos and videos — to your retail partners  
so your shoppers can find this content, regardless of where they choose to shop 
for your products. And if you’re an apparel retailer, start accepting syndicated 
UGC from your brands. It’s a great way to display a high volume of conversion-
boosting content, without having to generate the content yourself.

3
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About PowerReviews

PowerReviews works with more than 1,000 global brands and retailers to increase 
conversion and improve products and the customer experience with ratings and 
reviews and Q&A software. Ratings and reviews solutions from PowerReviews are 
essential for consumers as they search and shop online and in-store, and they are 
proven to increase online site-wide sales up to 17%.

“PowerReviews.com,” “PowerReviews,” and PowerReviews’ logos are trademarks, service marks or registered trademarks of PowerReviews. 
All other names mentioned, registered or otherwise, are the property of their respective owners. Reference to any products, services, 
processes or other information, by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, supplier or otherwise does not constitute or imply endorsement, 
sponsorship or recommendation thereof by PowerReviews.



Our Apparel Experience
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